When Creativity Blossoms: Three Mini-Exhibits

Queens College
Rosenthal Library Display Cases Outside RO 230

We present for your thought and enjoyment three exhibits in the cases outside of Rosenthal 230 / the auditorium.

1) Francisco Patino - Our American Inventor
In May 2006, QC student Francisco Patino was a finalist on the ABC-TV show The American Inventor. Francisco, we’re proud of you - keep thinking, creating and inventing!

2) Measure for Measure (exhibit preview)
Full exhibit coming in October. How do we measure and how do we use the measurements? When does precision matter? Is there nothing new to create here? What happens when things go wrong?

3) It’s Spring in Queens!
This is part of our exhibit that just appeared in the Flushing Library. It is the third exhibit in a QC partnership with the Queens Library System.

Three separate exhibits --- or are they?
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